
  

Holiday to Rugen Island



  

We travelled by Inter City Express
First Class all the way



  

Arriving at Hamburg's busy hauptbanhoff
It has excellent lift facilities to & from platforms which we used on 

arrival but not quick enough for out tour manager who left us 
behind.  Good job I had looked up the hotel location before leaving



  

Our friends from Watton
Beryl & Ivor came along with us



  



  

Our first destination was the city of
Hamburg

which is a sea port on the River Elbe



  

Hamburg is a modern city
with a very busy port



  

There are many tugs for the large ships
and lots of cranes to unload them



  

The city buildings come
right up to the harbour



  

There was even a sailing ship



  

Hamburg is also has a cruise terminal



  

Our first visit was to Lubeck
It was once more important than Hamburg
It had its own canal to bring salt to the city



  

The salt was brought to these houses where
the salt merchants lived and worked



  

We did not do much in Lubeck as it was so very COLD



  

From Hamburg we went to Rostock
From there we went to Bad Doberan

for a ride on the Mollibahn heritage railway



  

The Mollibahn is a narrow gauge railway
using steam locomotives



  

For the first part of the journey
the train runs through the streets of

Bad Doberin



  

The railway is single track but there is a
passing loop at Heiligendamm

where we are waiting for the other train to clear the track



  

The end of the line is at Kuhlungsborn
When we got off the train our Tour Manager told us to Turn Left (the red line)

so we walked a mile or so out of our way
It was not until later that we found the quick way back The Green line

The way to the beach is the Blue line



  

The coast as KÜhlungsborn was beautiful
The weather had got hotter by now as well



  

Kühlungsborn is a typical German beach
with the chairs for people to hire



  

The sand is very fine and white
Ivor had to try it out



  

The sea was as clear as crystal



  

Our next train ride was on
“Rassen Roland”



  

This was another narrow gauge railway
that ran down to the coast at Göhren

This is a “working” railway used by locals and runs all year



  

Our train is ready



  

Time to get going



  

The line is 15 miles long and passes through a number of 
towns and lovely scenery.

The end of the line is at Göhren where we spent an hour.
We then got back on the train to go to

Sellin



  

Sellin has a good beach
with chairs of course



  

The coast has lovely views and cliffs



  

Sellin has a very English looking pier



  

Beryl and Ivor went for a walk on the pier
We stayed on the top of the cliffs



  

The final excursion of the holiday was to
Jassmund National Park

where there were fine views over the Baltic



 

The cliffs here are about 300 feet high
The sea was clear and blue as the weather was hot & sunny



  

The cliffs are pure white as they are chalk cliffs
the same as the ones at Dover



  

Our next stop was at Sassnitz
This had a lovely coast line and it all seemed

very similar to an English seaside resort



  

The harbour was very busy as it is a fishing port.
If you like eating freshly caught fish this is the place for you

There were many stalls selling all sorts of fish dishes



  

Then came our final destination
I could not believe my eyes

This was it!



  

Here is the view from Google maps.
The idea was you could either visit a train museum or

the MASSIVE Nazi housing construction.  It was only possible to go to 
one as they were in opposite directions and we only had 3 hours.  We 
wanted to go to the beach but were not given any directions other than 

its “that way”
The tour guide departed in haste along the blue line, we started along 

the red line then gave up as no sign of beach.  Thank you tour manager
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